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MORTGAGE MARKET INTELLIGENCE

Trying to use data to gain an edge in your
market? With Polygon Research active
intelligence apps, lenders, investors, and other
stakeholders make transformative discoveries
every day.

Modern mortgage originators and servicers
find themselves in an ever-expanding sea
of mortgage market data, with regulatory,
market, and competitive storms gathering
on the horizon, if not directly overhead.
Having active and effective market
intelligence is more crucial than ever for
any type of lender to understand where to
go and how to get there.

In the following pages, you’ll see 5 use
cases distilled from successful mortgage
banking stakeholders using Polygon
Research mortgage intel apps, who were
able to increase the value of their lending
products, boost the efficiency of their
market analysis, amp up diversity and
inclusion strategies, and more.

FOR SALES TEAMS 



TRUSTED BY:

ABOUT

Polygon Research is a Software-as-
a-Service data science and research

firm delivering actionable market
intelligence to stakeholders in the

US mortgage industry. 
We specialize in the art and science of uncovering

insights and extracting knowledge from data. Because we
are cloud based, we have the advantage of rapid and agile

modeling of large and complex data sets. We employ a
cutting edge cloud analytics platform and instant machine
learning to deliver descriptive, inferential, and predictive

analytics at scale.

For more information, visit www.polygonresearch.com .



1 DEFINE SALES MARKET
TERRITORY

MARKET SIZE

DEMOGRAPHICS

MOVERS

HOUSING

D A T A  P O R T A L  W I T H
I N S I G H T S  F O R :

A C T I V E  M A R K E T
I N T E L L I G E N C E  P R O V I D E S

I N S T A N T  I N S I G H T S  T O
U N D E R S T A N D  A N D  S E R V E

Y O U R  M A R K E T S .
 

Regional sales managers, branch
managers, brokers and everyone
who has sales management
responsibilities need to ensure loan
officers understand the territory
they are covering and what sales
goals need to be hit.

People drive demand for housing and housing
drives demand for mortgages. By educating your
loan officers about the demographics of the
market, they’ll be able to understand borrower
needs and build solutions that align. What is the
size of your total market? How many people live
in it? How many are owners vs renters? What
percent are employed? What is their median
income and who are the top employers? 

What is the geography?
How many people and how many
households are there in my market?
What is the household growth rate?

Age, Sex, Household Type, Ethnicity, Race,
Employment, Occupation, Industry,
Income. How many are veterans? How
many have disabilities?

What is the relocation opportunity? Where
are families moving from and what
neighborhoods attract the most? Segment
by reasons for relocation (e.g. new job,
cheaper housing, etc. ) How can I serve
them better?

What is the distribution of properties by
age, type, and location in my market?
What is the median property value?
Median property loan? How much on
average do households pay for rent vs.
mortgage? Is there a homeownership gap
and how can I help make the gap smaller
and eventually disappear?
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2 UNDERSTAND MORTGAGE
MARKET TRENDS

Polygon app users go to HMDAVision to decide what mortgage production metrics matter
to their organization. Here is a list with the most popular ones that you also can start with:

Understanding applications
volume, average size, growth,
and location.

A P P L I C A T I O N S
G R O W T H Understanding the size and

growth rates of sub-segments
by Loan Type and Loan
Purpose.

P R O D U C T S

Understanding market size,
growth, and share in existing
local markets/sales territory.

O R I G I N A T I O N S
How is your closing rate in
comparison to peers in borrower
segment and by loan type?

C L O S I N G  R A T E

Understanding existing and
potential borrower segments
in local sales territory.

B O R R O W E R
S E G M E N T S

What makes you stand out in
your local market/sales
territory?

U N D E R S T A N D
C O M P E T I T O R S

Analyzing and benchmarking your competitors is
essential to get information about which areas your
competitors are currently focusing on. With
HMDAVision, successful loan originators instantly
understand the competitive landscape and lender
patterns like market share, rank, sales strategy,
channels, products, closing costs, interest rates, loan
amounts, and many other metrics by geography, loan
type, borrower segment, and property type. 

You know your business, we know the data.
HMDAVision responds to your questions that can be
easily formulated with over 80 filters covering every
aspect of the mortgage application and transaction.

A C T I V E  M A R K E T  I N T E L  A N D  D A T A
P O R T A L  I N S T A N T L Y  P R O V I D E S
T H E S E  I N S I G H T S



3 BENCHMARK & PERFORM
COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

M A R K E T  R A N K M A R K E T  S H A R E B E N C H M A R K I N G

What is your rank in your
sales territory? How do you
compare to your peers?
Insights by borrower and
product segments will help
you differentiate your
organization and articulate
your value proposition to
customers, agents, and
lender partners.

How strong is your brand,
or the brand of your
wholesale partners in
your sales territory?
Measure and attack any
gaps.

What are your competitors
known for? Where do you
excel compared to them?
Are there any gaps serving the
credit needs of the
communities in your market?
Or gaps between demand and
supply of different types of
mortgages?

Successful loan originators use HMDAVision to benchmark their and their partners' performance -
rank, market share, products, channels, and others. When it comes to lending to specific borrower
markets, loan originators want to know their rank so they can talk about their success serving the
needs of diverse borrower segments. Many of them use HMDAVision to formulate a value proposition
to their realtor partners. And a question they regularly answer with instant insights from Polygon
Research apps, is "Are we focusing on the right issues in our marketing and sales?"

 

Instead of relying on IT team, PDFs, or inconsistent sources, loan originators now use the power of
Polygon Research apps. Mortgage originators know their business. We put them in the driver's seat
so that when they ask concrete questions about peers, with the speed of thought, HMDAVision
calculates and presents the answers to them. Here are 3 metrics our users have instant access to at
every geographic, borrower, and product market:

 



PREPARE LENDER
PROFILES

Instantly build one page customized snapshots of your own
organization, your wholesale lenders, or your competitors, at every
geography, channel, product, or borrower segment level. Learning about
yourself, your wholesale partners, and your peers is necessary to stay
competitive.

Five powerful charts and a map analyze
numerous aspects of sales market strategy,
product strategy, market rank, market share,
lending to diverse borrower segments, and
pricing strategy of a single lender selected by
the user. Here you can study your competitor,
or even your own performance in a particular
market. With HMDAVision, users are
empowered to augment their intuition with
consistent competitive analysis to find insights
that are normally hidden in static reports. 

Analyzing and benchmarking your competitors
is essential to understand which areas your
competitors are currently focusing on. This is
especially critical at the local level - census
tract, county, MSA or state level - depending
on your sales territory. With the Lender
Snapshot dashboard in HMDAVision, users
dynamically choose their lender and area of
analysis - e.g. market growth areas and market
exits.

Augmented Intelligence built into HMDAVision helps mortgage domain experts answer questions
about lenders' strategy nationally or in a specific market. 
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Product (units/volume)
Price (interest rate, closing costs)
Location (local market dynamics)
Expanded partnership opportunities
beyond the current business.

With HMDAVision, a seller can instantly assess
the investor's business model:

Production volume, price, etc.
Reputation/track record
Efficiency of mortgage loan production
Local market presence
Future collaboration opportunities

In turn, an investor can use HMDAVision to
quickly assess the sellers' position:

FIND AND EVALUATE NEW
CORRESPONDENT SALES
PARTNERS

With CRAVision, sellers instantly analyze the CRA performance of banks subject to CRA reporting
in their local market. Using CRAVision, sellers measure branch concentration in their markets,
identify banks with lower CRA ranking, and analyze gaps and explore possible partnerships.

Use active mortgage market intel to quickly answer two questions about a
prospective correspondent relationship:

 
"How and why is this correspondent partner important?"

 
"Strategically, how am I important to this correspondent lender?"

 

Correspondent investors purchase loans
servicing-released from mortgage originators
(sellers). A wholesale investor works with
mortgage brokers, providing funding to the
closing table, with the loan typically closing in
the name of the wholesale investor.  

Mutual trust is the cornerstone of viable
correspondent relationships. Conducting an
initial assessment of the correspondent
partner, and vice versa, will minimize
downstream issues and unnecessary expenses.

Using active market intel to evaluate new correspondent partner opportunities improves
transparency and gives peace of mind to enter into and cultivate profitable partnerships. With
Polygon's platform and apps, sellers can continuously and quickly learn about all correspondent
lenders nationwide, which increases their potential to identify opportunities for positive
differentiation on the ground.



WHAT WE CAN DO BETTER

Rising interest rates?
Increased regulation? 
Technology?
Demographic shifts, e.g. first-time homebuyers, relocation, single-parent, etc?
Who are the veterans in my community, and how can I serve them?

The U.S. mortgage industry has been undergoing a constant change ever since its
beginning in the 1800's but that change accelerated post-Great Recession. It is
important to stay close to the industry data through active market intel in order to
quantify the opportunities created by this constant change, and to assess the direction
the industry is headed in the future. 

Assessing the changes nationally is not enough. We can do better by getting to know
our local market and sales territory through the lens of loan origination, demographics,
interest rate, construction permits, and depository data, among the many data sets out
there. For example, how is my market impacted by:

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Channeling President Eisenhower, we believe that planning is indispensable when preparing
a go-to-market strategy. In the current mortgage banking environment, where regulation,
technology, and disruption rule the game, we can’t afford to sit still and wait for
opportunities to unfold. Successful originators use effective market intel to proactively
study, evaluate, and capture the market opportunities. 



Engaging with data is not an optional
activity, but a key data literacy
competence for the 21-st century
mortgage broker and loan officer.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
GO FORWARD

The good news is that Polygon active mortgage market intelligence apps are
built for intuitive use by mortgage domain experts - you ask the question,
and within a fraction of a second, our apps crunch the math of 90+ million
mortgage loan-level transactions, 328+ million people, 130+ million
households, among many other data sets accessible through our Portal, and
visualize the answer. Furthermore, you can access these insights on any
device 24x7. You can start with one app, and you can build your own cloud-
based market intel competence by adding additional dashboards to fit your
growing needs for market intel. 



TO LEARN MORE VISIT US AT
WWW.POLYGONRESEARCH.COM
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Product Management for Mortgage Banking
Talent Acquisition
D&I Strategy
M&A Research

Add insight wherever you need it: in your sales process, on your website, and in your
marketing materials for real estate partners, customers, or social media posts. Rather
than waiting for analysis from IT or a team of analysts, you can access it yourself on every
device wherever decisions are made. Check out other Use Cases in our Library:

Polygon Research Use Case Library


